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Abstract

Performance evaluation of multiple-bus multiprocessor systems is usually carried out under the
assumption of uniform memory reference model. Hot spots arising in multiprocessor systems due to the
use of shared variables, synchronization primitives, etc. give rise to non-uniform memory reference
pattern. The objective of this paper is to study the performance of multiple bus multiprocessor system in
the presence of hot spots. Analytical expressions for the average memory bandwidth and probability of
acceptance of prioritized processors have been derived. Two new phenomenon, coined as bumping and
knee e�ect, have been observed in the acceptance probabilities of the processors. The results are
validated by simulation results. # 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An increasing demand for large amounts of computing power has led to the design and
analysis of multiprocessor systems, where several processors are employed to speed up the
execution of algorithms and parallel memory modules are used to increase the memory
bandwidth of such systems. An interconnection network is used to connect the processors and
memories together.
A variety of interconnection networks have been proposed and analyzed [1, 2]. Because of

modularity and fault tolerance of multiple bus systems, such systems have been widely
investigated [3]. Con¯icts in a multiple-bus system arise due to a number of processors trying
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to access several memory modules in parallel. Bus con¯icts arise due to the limited number of
buses. Moreover, more than one processor requesting the same memory module results in a
memory con¯ict. Di�erent types of con¯ict resolution strategies are adopted depending on
applications.
Performance of a multiprocessor system degrades due to the above mentioned con¯icts.

Commonly used criteria for performance measurement are the average memory bandwidth of
the system and the probability of acceptance of processor requests. Other criteria like processor
utilization, throughput and blocking probability, etc. are easily derived from the above two
criteria. In analyzing the performance, most authors assume a uniform memory reference
(URM) model where all the memories are equally likely to be accessed by the processors [4±
14], i.e. the probability with which a processor requests a memory module is the same for all
the modules.
The uniform memory reference model is rather restrictive in real-world situations. Memory

references in a multiprocessor system are not necessarily uniform. Non-uniformities arising due
to locality of references have been analyzed by several authors. Das [15] and Bhuyan [16] have
analyzed the case where each processor has a di�erent favorite memory which it accesses with
a higher probability than other memories. A model with local referencing, where the
probability of successive requests to the same memory module is higher, has been analyzed by
Sethi [17] and Irani [18]. The above type of local referencing arises in cases like array accesses
by user programs. Siomalas [19] has analyzed a system where each processor has a local
reference pattern and a local memory module which it references immediately after requesting
another memory module. This has been called the immediate return reference pattern.
Mudge [20] has used a favorite memory assumption similar to that used in Ref. [15].
Bandwidth of a multiple bus system for uniform and favorite memory references has been
determined by modeling the system as a t-out-of-s system [21]. Other performance criteria, like
the probability of acceptance, have not been considered in Ref. [21].
Another type of non-uniform memory reference arises in multiprocessor systems due to the

use of variables for locking, global and barrier synchronization, pointers to shared queues, etc.
These are indivisible primitives and must be stored in a single shared memory. The primitives
are accessed by all the processors, giving rise to an increased number of reference to the
memory module where they are stored. This type of memory module is called a hot memory
and the phenomenon as hot-spot contention. P®ster [22] ®rst noticed that in bu�ered multistage
interconnection networks (MIN), hot spot contention gives rise to tree saturation which
severely degrades the performance of such networks. Performance of crossbar multiprocessors,
unbu�ered MINs and bu�ered MINs in the presence of hot spots have been developed by
Atiquzzaman [23±26]. Combining and feedback schemes have been suggested as solutions to
the problem in multistage interconnection networks [22, 27, 28]. The bandwidth of a crossbar
system under hot spot tra�c conditions have been determined in Ref. [23]. The model assumes
processors with uniform priority.
Analytical modeling permits one to obtain a quick evaluation of the expected performance

of the system as a function of the di�erent parameters. The objective of this paper is to
determine the performance of a multiple bus interconnection network under hot spot
conditions. Analytical expressions for memory bandwidth and the probability of acceptance of
processor requests are derived for processors having di�erent priorities in the case of con¯icts.
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Note that a uniform memory reference model is a special case of the hot spot request pattern.
It is shown that the bandwidth is a�ected by a change in the hot spot probability for high
request rates. Moreover, for high request rates and a small number of buses, the degradation
at low hot spot probabilities is mainly due to bus con¯icts and memory con¯icts play an
insigni®cant role in the degradation. We have observed two new phenomenon in the
acceptance probabilities of the requests from prioritized processors. We call these the bumping
e�ect and the knee e�ect. With an increase in the hot spot probability, the bumping e�ect
results in an increase and decrease in the acceptance probabilities of the low and high priority
processors respectively. The knee e�ect explains the fact that a system having prioritized
processors may appear to be a crossbar system for some processors, while it may appear as a
multiple-bus system for the rest of the processors.
To determine the amount of degradation due to non-uniform memory references,

performance results are compared with those from the uniform memory reference model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The modeling assumptions are given in Section

2. Analytical models for determining the average memory bandwidth and the probability of
acceptance of processor requests are presented in Section 3, followed by results in Section 4.

2. Assumptions

We model the multiple-bus system under the following assumptions.

. The system consists of N identical processing elements (PE), M identical memory modules
(MM) and BRmin (N,M) common buses (see Fig. 1). Contention in the system is due to
bus con¯icts and/or memory con¯icts. The processing elements and memory modules will be
represented by {PE0, PE1, . . . , PEN ÿ 1} and {MM0, MM1, . . . , MMM ÿ 1}, respectively. For
B=min(N, M), the system reduces to a crossbar multiprocessor.

. The system operates synchronously, i.e. each processor generates a request at the start of a
memory cycle with a probability r. All memory modules, for which a bus is available, are
accessed simultaneously.

. Processor requests are spatially independent, i.e. requests from the di�erent processors are
independent of each other.

Fig. 1. Multiple-bus multiprocessor systems.
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. Temporal independence of requests is assumed, i.e. requests from a processor at di�erent
memory cycles are independent, implying that requests rejected due to memory con¯ict or
unavailability of buses are simply discarded.

. Processors have priority. PEi, 0R iRNÿ 1, has a higher priority than PEi + 1. The priority
is used to resolve both bus and memory con¯icts.

. Requests from processors to the di�erent memory modules are not uniformly distributed.
Memory module Mh is a hot memory for all processors. The probability of PEi,
0R iRNÿ 1, requesting MMh is ph, and of requesting MMj, j$h, is given by p0=(1ÿ ph)/
(Mÿ 1), where ph>1/M. Note that ph=1/M is the uniform reference model widely used in
the literature.

3. Performance evaluation

Performance models of a multiprocessor system operating under the above assumptions will
be developed in this section. Average memory bandwidth and probability of acceptance will be
used as the measures of performance.

3.1. Average memory bandwidth

Average memory bandwidth (AMBW) of a multiprocessor system is de®ned as the average
number of memory modules accessed simultaneously during a memory cycle. The average
memory bandwidth of an N processor, M memory, B bus system with a processor request rate
of r will be denoted by AMBW(N, M, B, r). AMBW of a multiple-bus system under the
assumptions mentioned in Section 2 for r = 1 is given by

AMBW�N, M, B, 1� �
XB
k�1

k Pr�k� �
Xmin�N,M �

k�B�1
B Pr�k� �1�

where, Pr(k) is the probability that exactly k memory modules are accessed in a cycle. For a
URM, Pr(k) is given by [4]

Pr�k� � k!S�N, k�
MN

ÿM
k

� �2�

where S(N, k) is the Stirling number of the second type [29]. In the rest of this section, Pr(k)
for a hot spot reference model (HSRM) will be derived, which will be used to determine the
bandwidth using Eq. (1).

3.1.1. Request probability = 1
First, let's consider r= 1. Let Ek

p,q be the event that k distinct memory modules are
requested during a cycle, where p and q are the number of references for MMh and MMjs,
j$h, respectively. Hence, p + q = N for r = 1. Depending on the distribution of requests to
hot and non-hot memories, we can divide Ek

p,q into two classes.
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Class 0: all the requests are to non-hot memory modules. This event will be denoted by
Ek
0,N.
Class 1: i requests ar to the hot memory and Nÿ i requests to the non-hot memories. This

event will be denoted by Ek
i,N ÿ i, i$0.

The probability that k distinct memory modules are requested during a cycle is, therefore,
given by the sum of the probabilities of the two classes. It can be shown [23] that

Pr�k� � k!S�N, k�ÿMÿ 1
k

�
pN0 � �kÿ 1�!ÿÿM

k

�ÿ ÿMÿ 1
k

�� XNÿk�1
i�1

S�Nÿ i, kÿ 1�

ÿN
i

�
pihp

Nÿi
0 �3�

Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (1) gives the expression for the average memory band-width,
AMBW(N, M, B, 1), of an N �M � B system for r = 1.

3.1.2. Request probability < 1
Lets now consider the case when a processor does not request memories at every cycle, i.e.

the processor request rate r < 1. The probability of having exactly n processors requesting
memory modules at the beginning of a memory cycle is (n

N}rn(1ÿ r)N ÿ n. The conditional
probability of having k distinct memory modules being requested given that n memory requests
have been generated in a cycle is given by

Pr�E 0,n
k jn requests have been generated� � k!S�n, k�ÿMÿ 1

k

�
pn0 �4�

Therefore, class 0 probability for r < 1 is given by

Pr�E class 0
k � �

XN
n�1

k!S�n, k�ÿMÿ 1
k

�
pn0
ÿN
n

�
rn�1ÿ r�Nÿn �5�

Similarly, the class 1 probability of requesting k distinct MMs such that MMh is one of them
is given by replacing N by n in Eq. 6 in Ref. [23] and multiplying it by the probability of n
processors requesting memories and (Nÿ n) processors not requesting.

Pr�E class 1
k � �

XN
n�1

ÿÿM
k

�ÿ ÿMÿ 1
k

��� Xnÿk�1
i�1
�kÿ 1�!S�nÿ i, kÿ 1�ÿ n

i

�
pihp

nÿi
0

ÿN
n

�
rn�1ÿ r�Nÿn �6�

Average memory bandwidth is, therefore, given by
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AMBW�N, M, B, r� �
XB
k�1

k Pr�k� �
Xmin�N,M �

k�B�1
B Pr�k�

�
XB
k�1

k�Pr�E class 0
k � � Pr�E class 1

k �� �
Xmin�N,M �

k�B�1
B�Pr�E class 0

k �

� Pr�E class 1
k ��

�
XB
k�1

k

�XN
n�1

k!S�n, k�ÿMÿ 1
k

�
pn0
ÿN
n

�
rn�1ÿ r�Nÿn �

XN
n�1

ÿÿM
k

�ÿ
ÿMÿ 1

k

��� Xnÿk�1
i�1
�kÿ 1�!S�nÿ i, kÿ 1�ÿ n

i

�
pihp

nÿi
0

ÿN
n

�
rn�1ÿ r�Nÿn

�
�

Xmin�N,M �

k�B�1
B

�XN
n�1

k!S�n, k�ÿMÿ 1
k

�
pn0

ÿN
n

�
rn�1ÿ r�Nÿn �

XN
n�1

ÿÿM
k

�ÿ
ÿMÿ 1

k

��� Xnÿk�1
i�1
�kÿ 1�!S�nÿ i, kÿ 1�ÿ n

i

�
pihp

nÿi
0

ÿN
n

�
rn�1ÿ r�Nÿn

�
�
XN
n�1

ÿN
n

�
rn�1ÿ r�NÿnAMBW�n, M, B, 1� �7�

If the average memory bandwidth of a system with r = 1 is known, Eq. (7) can be used to
calculate the average memory bandwidth of a system with r< 1.

3.2. Probability of acceptance

The second performance criterion to be evaluated is the probability of acceptance, denoted
by Pa. It is de®ned as the probability that a processor's request is accepted. Pa for both
crossbar and multiple bus system under HSRM will be determined. If all the PEs have equal
priority i.e. each processor has equal probability of being accepted in case of bus or memory
con¯icts, Pa is given by

Pa � AMBW�N, M, B, 1�
Nr

�8�

Processors in a multiprocessor system are usually prioritized. Pa for processors having
di�erent priorities will be determined. The probability of acceptance for the nth processor will
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be denoted by Pa(n). We assume that PEj has a higher priority than PEj + 1, for j= 0, . . .
Nÿ 2. Priorities will be used for resolution of bus and memory con¯icts. PEn can, therefore, be
blocked only by processors of higher priority, PEi, 0R iRnÿ 1. Let's assume that PEn and i
other processors of higher priority than PEn generate requests during a memory cycle. The
analysis will be divided into two cases:

Bus su�cient system (BSS): there is no possibility of PEn being blocked because of bus
con¯icts, i.e. the system is either a crossbar, or the system is not a crossbar but i< B. The
only possible con¯ict due to which PEn may be blocked by a processor of higher priority is
because of memory con¯icts.
Bus de®cient system (BDS): PEn may be blocked due to bus and/or memory con¯icts, i.e.

the system is not a crossbar and irB.

3.2.1. Analysis of bus su�cient system (BSS)
Since there is no bus con¯ict in this case, the probability that PEn requests a memory

module and is accepted, Pa(n), is equal to the probability that no other processor(s) of higher
priority request the particular memory module requested by PEn. We can further subdivide this
case into two subcases:

Case BSS-H: PEn requests the hot MM and the request is accepted.
Case BSS-NH: PEn requests a non-hot MM and the request is accepted.

Pa(n) for the BSS case will, therefore, be the weighted sums of the probabilities of cases BSS-
H and BSS-NH. Let MMh be a hot MM. Therefore,

Pa�n�jBSS � ph � Pa�n�jBSS-H � �Mÿ 1� � p0 � Pa�n�jBSS-NH

� ph � Pa�n�jBSS-H � �1ÿ ph� � Pa�n�jBSS-NH �9�

where Pa(n)vBSS-H and Pa(n)vBSS-NH are evaluated in Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2.

3.2.1.1. Analysis of case BSS-H. The probability that PEn requests MMh and gets it is equival-
ent to the probability that none of the n higher priority processors request MMh. The prob-
ability that a particular set of i higher priority processors do not request MMh and the rest
(nÿ i) higher priority processors do not generate a memory request is ri(1ÿ ph)

i(1ÿ r)n ÿ i. The
set of i processors can be chosen out of n processors in (i

n) ways and i ranges from 0 to n.
Therefore, the probability of acceptance for case BSS-H is given by

Pa�n�jBSS-H �
Xn
i�0

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿi�1ÿ ph�i �10�

3.2.1.2. Analysis of case BSS-NH. As in the case of BSS-H, let a set of i, 0R iRn, higher pri-
ority processors request memories and the other (nÿ i) higher priority processors do not
request any memory during a cycle. The probability that PEn requests a non-hot MM and gets
it is equivalent to the probability that none of the i higher priority requesting processors
request the particular non-hot MM requested by PEn. Of the set of i requests, let a set of k,
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0RkR i, be directed towards a set of j, 1R jRk, distinct non-hot MMs and the rest (iÿ k)
towards the MMh. The probability of (nÿ i) processors not requesting, k processors requesting
non-hot MMs and (iÿ k) processors requesting the hot MM is

�1ÿ r�nÿi�r � ph�iÿk�r � p0�k

The i processors can be selected out of the n processors in (i
n) ways and the remaining (iÿ k)

requests can be selected out of i requests in (iÿk
i) ways. The j distinct non-hot MMs can be

selected out of the (Mÿ 2) non-hot MMs (i.e. excluding the non-hot MM requested by PEn) in
(j
Mÿ2) ways. The k requests can be distributed among the j MMs, such that none of them is

empty, in j!S(k, j) ways. Therefore, the probability that PEn requests a non-hot MM and is not
blocked by any processor of higher priority is given by

Pa�n�jBSS-NH �
Xn
i�1

Xi
k�0

Xk
j�1

�
n

i

�
�1ÿ r�nÿi�r � ph�iÿk�r � p0�k

�
i

iÿ k

��
Mÿ 2

j

�
j!S�k, j�

�
Xn
i�0

�
n

i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿi

Xi
k�0

�
i

iÿ k

�
piÿkh pk0

Xk
j�1

j!S�k, j�
�
Mÿ 2

j

�
�11�

Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) in Eq. (9) and rearranging terms gives

Pa�n�jBSS �
Xn
i�1

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿi

(
ph�1ÿ ph�i

� �1ÿ ph�
 Xi

k�0

�
i

iÿ k

�
piÿkh pk0

Xk
j�1

j!S�k, j�
�
Mÿ 2

j

�!)
�12�

Eq. (12) gives the probability of acceptance of prioritized processors in a crossbar system, or in
a multiple bus system having low processor request rates such that there is no bus con¯ict, or
for a PEn, where nRB+ 1.

3.2.2. Analysis of bus de®cient system (BDS)
In this case the system is not a crossbar and irB. PEn is not blocked if it can be assigned a

bus to access the requested MM and none of the i higher priority processors (requesting
memory) request the particular MM requested by PEn. As before, we can sub-divide the
analysis into two sub-cases:

Case BDS-H: PEn requests the hot MM and gets it.
Case BDS-NH: PEn requests a non-hot MM and gets it.

3.2.2.1. Analysis of case BDS-H. In a bus de®cient system, if PEn generates a request for the
hot MM, it will be accepted if the i higher priority requesting processors request no more than
(Bÿ 1) distinct non-hot MMs out of the (Mÿ 1) non-hot MMs. Let the i requests be for j dis-
tinct non-hot MMs. The probability of this event is (1ÿ r)n ÿ i (r�p0)i. The i processors can be
selected out of n processors in (i

n) ways. Also, i requests can be partitioned into j distinct non-
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hot MMs in j!S(i, j) ways and j, 1R jRmin(i,Bÿ 1), distinct non-hot MMs can be selected out

of (Mÿ 1) MMs in (j
Mÿ1) ways.

Therefore, the probability that PEn requests MMh and is accepted, is given by

Pa�n�jBDS-H �
Xn
i�0

Xmin�i,Bÿ1�

j�1
�1ÿ r�nÿi�r � p0�i

�
n

i

��
Mÿ 1

j

�
j!S�i, j�

�
Xn
i�0

�
n

i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿipi0

Xmin�i,Bÿ1�

j�1
j!S�i, j�

�
Mÿ 1

j

�
�13�

3.2.2.2. Analysis of case BDS-NH. In a bus de®cient system, if PEn generates a request for a

non-hot MM, the request will be accepted if the i higher priority requesting processors do not

request the particular non-hot MM requested by PEn and the i requests are directed to no

more than (Bÿ 1) distinct MMs. These (Bÿ 1) MMs may or may not include the hot MM. Of

the i requests, let k, 0RkR i of them be for j distinct non-hot MMs and (iÿ k) are for MMh.

The probability of this event is

�1ÿ r�nÿi�r � ph�iÿk�r � p0�k

The i processors can be selected out of n processors in (i
n) ways and the (iÿ k) requests can be

selected out of i requests in (iÿk
i) ways. The j distinct non-hot MMs can be selected out of

(Mÿ 2) non-hot MMs in (j
Mÿ2) ways and the k requests for non-hot MMs can be partitioned

into j distinct MMs in j!S(k, j) ways.

For k < i, the k requests for non-hot MMs should be to no more than (Bÿ 2) distinct non-

hot MMs which do not include the particular non-hot MM requested by PEn. For k = i (i.e.

no requests to MMh) the k requests for non-hot MMs should be to no more than (Bÿ 1)

distinct non-hot MMs.

Therefore, the probability that PEn requests a non-hot MM in a bus de®cient case and gets

accepted is given by

Pa�n�jBDS-NH �
Xn
i�0

Xi

k�0

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿiÿ i

iÿ k

�
piÿkh pk0 �

Xmin�k,Bÿ2�

j�1
j!S�k, j�ÿMÿ 2

j

�
, k<i,

Pa�n�jBDS-NH �
Xn
i�0

Xi

k�0

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿiÿ i

iÿ k

�
piÿkh pk0 �

Xmin�k,Bÿ1�

j�1
j!S�k, j�ÿMÿ 2

j

�
,

k � i

�14�

The expressions in Eq. (14) can be combined for kR i and can be written as

Pa�n�jBDS-NH �
Xn
i�0

Xi

k�0

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿiÿ i

iÿ k

�
piÿkh pk0 �

Xmin�k,Bÿ2�bk=ic�

j�1
j!S�k, j�ÿMÿ 2

j

�
,

kRi

�15�
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Substituting Eqs. (13) and (15) in Eq. (9) and rearranging terms, the probability of
acceptance for the nth processor in a bus de®cient system is given by

Pa�n�jBDS � ph

�Xn
i�0

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿipi0

Xmin�i,Bÿ1�

j�1
j!S�i, j�ÿMÿ 1

j

��� �1ÿ ph�
�Xn

i�0

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿi

Xi
k�0

ÿ i
iÿ k

�
piÿkh pk0 �

Xmin�k,Bÿ2�bk=ic�

j�1
j!S�k, j�ÿMÿ 2

j

��
,

kRi,

Pa�n�jBDS �
Xn
i�0

ÿ n
i

�
ri�1ÿ r�nÿi

�
php

i
0

Xmin�i,Bÿ1�

j�1
j!S�i, j�ÿMÿ 1

j

�� 1ÿ ph� �
Xi
k�0

ÿ i
iÿ k

�
piÿkh pk0

Xmin�k,Bÿ2�bk=ic�

j�1
j!S�k, j�ÿMÿ 2

j

��
,

kRi

�16�

Note that when evaluating Eq. (16) on a digital computer, 08 should be interpreted as 1. When
the upper limit in the summation aj = 1

min(i,B ÿ 1)j!S(i, j)(j
Mÿ1) takes the value i, the summation

term can be shown to be simply (Mÿ 1)i. This is also true for the other summation on j.

4. Results

An analytical model for performance evaluation of a multiple-bus system operating under
hot spot conditions has been developed. In this section, we present analytical results for the
bandwidth and the probability of acceptance of prioritized processors of a multiple-bus system
with 10 processors, 10 memory modules and a variable number of buses. Later, we validate
our analytical model by comparison with simulation results.
In Fig. 2, the bandwidth is plotted against hot spot probability for various processor request

rates. The bandwidth is found to decrease with increasing ph, the reason being the increased
contention for MMh. The degradation is signi®cant for high processor request rates. For a
®xed value of ph, as processor request rate decreases, the bandwidth also decreases, since there
are fewer number of processors which are requesting memories in a cycle. For ph=1.0 all the
active processors requests are for MMh and only one can be accepted, thus the bandwidth
approaches unity for high values of r. For small r, e.g. r= 0.1, the average bandwidth is less
than 1, since during some cycles no processor may be requesting the hot MM. Note that
ph=0.1 corresponds to the URM case.
Fig. 3 shows the variation of bandwidth versus hotspot probabilities for r= 0.8 and

di�erent number of buses. When B= 10 the system behaves like a crossbar and the bandwidth
is maximum. When the number of buses is reduced to 8, bandwidth degradation is so small
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Fig. 2. Bandwidth versus probability of hot spot for di�erent request rates.

Fig. 3. Bandwidth versus probability of hot spot for di�erent number of buses.
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that the curves for B= 10 and B= 8 overlap in the graph and appears as one curve, although
the numerical values di�er in the third decimal place. However, when B is reduced to 6 the
degradation in bandwidth is signi®cant and when B is further reduced to 4 and 2 the
degradation is worse. The reason for this is that no more than 4 or 2 MMs can be active at a
time when B= 4 or 2 respectively. Thus the bandwidth is never greater than 4 or 2 for B= 4
or 2 respectively. Note again that when ph41, AMBW4 1. Again ph=0.1 corresponds to
URM case. For a ®xed number of buses, the bandwidth decreases with increasing ph. The
degradation is signi®cant when the number of buses is large, because in such cases the
degradation is mainly due to memory contention. In systems with fewer number of buses, the
contention is mainly for buses, and increased ph does not have signi®cant e�ect until ph
becomes very high when memory contention contributes to the degradation.
Fig. 4 is a plot of probability of acceptance of di�erent processors versus the hot spot

probability for B= 5 and r = 0.8. There is an interesting phenomenon to be observed in
Fig. 4. Since the processors are in a priority hierarchy, we know that PE0 has the highest
priority and is never blocked. Thus the probability of acceptance for PE0 is always 1.0. In
general, the probability of acceptance of PEn decreases with increasing n. But, an interesting
behavior to be noted is that for large n, i.e. n = 7, 8 or 9, the probability of acceptance
increases ®rst and then decreases. This behavior can be explained as follows.
As the hotspot probability increases initially, the memory contention among processors

increases and lower priority processors stand a better chance of getting a bus. When the
hotspot probability is considerably higher, even the low priority processors may request MMh

with a higher frequency and thus the probability of acceptance decreases. This sort of bumping

Fig. 4. Probability of acceptance for di�erent processors versus probability of hot spot.
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e�ect for lower priority processors was found for request rates between 1 and 0.6. With
decreasing r, the bump shifts towards the left as can be seen in Fig. 5 for the lowest priority
processor element. For low request rates (r< 0.6), the bumping e�ect is not observed.
Fig. 6 shows the probability of acceptance versus request rate r for di�erent processors when

ph=0.8 and B= 5. As expected, the probability of acceptance decreases with increasing r. This
can be attributed to the fact that when r is low, fewer number of processors request MMs
during a cycle and, thus, the chances of a processor being accepted is higher. On the contrary,
when r is high, more memory requests are generated by the processors in a cycle, implying
more contention and consequently smaller probability of acceptance. It is observed that, at low
values of r, the low priority processors are a�ected more with an increase in r. For high values
of r, the degradation is insigni®cant for lower priority processors since they have already
reached the bottom line. This gives rise to exponential behavior of the curves for probability of
acceptance of low priority processors. The lower the priority of the processor, the faster its
probability of acceptance reaches saturation as is evident by comparing the curves for PE1 and
PE9.
Fig. 7 shows the probability of acceptance for di�erent processors versus the number of

buses for r = 0.8 and ph=0.5. We notice an interesting phenomenon, what we call as the knee
e�ect. Again PE0 is the highest priority processor and is, therefore, always accepted, but PE1 is
accepted approximately 80% of the time. Requests from PEn, nRB+ 1 encounters only
memory contention, and hence the system appears to PEn as a crossbar system. Therefore, as
the number of buses crosses nÿ 1, Pa(n) experiences a sharp rise because of the apparent
transition of the system from bus de®cient case (multiple-bus) to the bus su�cient case

Fig. 5. Probability of acceptance of the lowest priority processor for di�erent request rates.
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Fig. 6. Probability of acceptance for di�erent processors versus processor request rates.

Fig. 7. Probability of acceptance for di�erent processors versus number of buses.
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(crossbar) for PEn. For PEn, n>B+ 1 the probability of getting a bus is less due to the
number of higher priority processors being greater than the total number of buses. Therefore,
for PEn, there is a rapid change in the probability of acceptance for values between B= n + 1
and B= n + 2. As an example, for PE2 there are two other higher priority processors PE0 and
PE1 and hence its probability of acceptance is small because of it being blocked by bus
con¯icts in addition to memory con¯icts. When B increases to 3 it always has a bus at its
disposal and there is no bus con¯ict resulting in a sharp increase in the probability of
acceptance. After that, the probability of acceptance is independent of the number of buses,
and hence the curve remains ¯at. We observe the knee e�ect taking place and this knee shifts
towards the right for low priority processors.
Extensive simulations were carried out to validate the analytical expressions derived in the

earlier sections. The simulator was driven by a non-uniform random number generator and the
number of memories accessed per memory cycle were observed for 50,000 memory cycles, the
average of which gave the AMBW. To ®nd out the probability of acceptance for the di�erent
processors, the requests generated by the processors were tagged to determine the processors'
requests that have been accepted. Analytical results were found to be in close agreement to the
simulation results as seen in Tables 1 and 2.

5. Conclusions

Analytical modeling o�ers an inexpensive and fast method of evaluating the performance of
multiprocessor systems. In this paper, we have analyzed the performance of the multiple-bus
system under non-uniform memory reference model, in particular, the hot spot memory
reference model. For the ®rst time, we have developed analytical expressions for average

Table 1

Average memory bandwidth obtained from analytical expressions and simulations and their percentage errors for
B = 5

Average memory bandwidth, AMBW

r = 1 r = 0.7 r = 0.4

ph sim ana % err sim ana % err sim ana %err

0.1 4.981750 4.981450 0.006021 4.643630 4.642400 0.026500 3.243130 3.259250 ÿ0.494591
0.2 4.965370 4.965640 ÿ0.005435 4.603000 4.587590 0.335905 3.308500 3.305750 0.083193
0.3 4.897380 4.904220 ÿ0.139476 4.431250 4.429220 0.045830 3.139870 3.131910 0.254153
0.4 4.759130 4.764600 ÿ0.114801 4.148500 4.172940 ÿ0.585674 2.949750 2.939630 0.344258
0.5 4.515000 4.506960 0.178390 3.831250 3.823600 0.200071 2.688120 2.695520 ÿ0.274531
0.6 4.088870 4.098140 ÿ0.226193 3.406870 3.388380 0.545684 2.424000 2.410220 0.571737
0.7 3.540750 3.525110 0.443675 2.859250 2.877660 ÿ0.639755 2.105370 2.092110 0.633816
0.8 2.822130 2.800060 0.788195 2.292250 2.303410 ÿ0.484505 1.749500 1.747460 0.116743

0.9 1.929120 1.950970 ÿ1.119961 1.674870 1.675870 ÿ0.059666 1.389000 1.380560 0.611347
1.0 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 0.999990 0.001001 0.992620 0.993950 ÿ0.133811
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memory bandwidth and probability of acceptance of prioritized processors under hot spot
conditions. E�ects of di�erent parameters like hot spot probability, processor request rate, and
the number of buses on bandwidth and probability of acceptance have been presented.
It has been shown that for a constant number of buses, the bandwidth decreases with

increasing percentage of requests to hot memory module. Moreover, the degradation is
signi®cantly higher for high processor request rates. The reason for the degradation is bus and
memory contention. We have shown that for a large number of buses, the degradation is
mainly due to memory con¯icts. On the contrary, for fewer number of buses, bus contention is
the dominating factor contributing to the degradation.
A bumping e�ect has been noticed in the probability of acceptance for the prioritized

processors. It has been shown that for a ®xed number of buses, the probability of acceptance
for high priority processors decreases while that of the low priority processors increases with
an increase in the percentage of hot memory requests, until a point is reached after which the
probability of acceptance for all the processors decrease. With the number of buses remaining
constant and for low values of request rates, the low priority processors are a�ected more with
an increase in the request rate.
The e�ect of varying the number of buses on the acceptance probability of the di�erent

processors has been studied. As the number of buses are increased, keeping the request rate
and the hot spot probability constant, the acceptance probability of the processors reach
saturation at di�erent values. This give rise to a knee e�ect resulting in the high priority
processors reaching saturation earlier than the low priority ones.
Results obtained from analytical expressions have been found to be in close agreement to the

simulation results.
The expressions derived are for multiple bus systems. Expressions for crossbar systems under

hot spot conditions follow directly and are obtained by putting the number of buses equal to
the minimum of the number of processors and memories. The results can also be extended for

Table 2
Probability of acceptance for di�erent processors obtained from analytical expressions and simulations and their

percentage errors for ph=0.5

Probability of acceptance, Pa(n)

r = 1 r= 0.7 r= 0.4

Proc. No., n sim ana % err sim ana % err sim ana %err

0 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000
1 0.723370 0.722220 0.159233 0.804230 0.805560 ÿ0.165105 0.890020 0.888890 0.127123

2 0.566880 0.570990 ÿ0.719809 0.660360 0.673120 ÿ1.895656 0.789940 0.798020 ÿ1.012507
3 0.483000 0.483710 ÿ0.146778 0.581200 0.581220 ÿ0.003435 0.718600 0.723400 ÿ0.663536
4 0.426620 0.429060 ÿ0.568686 0.516460 0.515900 0.108545 0.653690 0.661820 ÿ1.228433
5 0.363500 0.365550 ÿ0.560802 0.455000 0.463730 ÿ1.882560 0.601140 0.610440 ÿ1.523490
6 0.310880 0.307970 0.944903 0.416480 0.417580 ÿ0.263423 0.565000 0.566830 ÿ0.322845
7 0.254000 0.255440 ÿ0.563729 0.372870 0.374710 ÿ0.491045 0.527090 0.529000 ÿ0.361053
8 0.210750 0.207380 1.625037 0.331300 0.334290 ÿ0.894435 0.491540 0.495430 ÿ0.785172
9 0.161620 0.164630 ÿ1.828336 0.300470 0.296180 1.448438 0.466030 0.464970 0.227974
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the case of resubmission of blocked requests; this will remove the temporal independence
assumption in Section 2.
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